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We briefly review SOIne of the latest developments in the field. of synchrotron圃

radiation. microscヘopy and s伊ctro凱icroscopy..The c総es which we specifical1y disc耶s in醐

c11.1de: the fi路t SJX沼tromicrosèopy experiments at .• new hltraちright syn.chrotron sou間部;
some sophisticated applications of spectromicroseopy to neurobiology; the first tests of a 

novel transmission mﾎcroscopy technique for .soft輔x-rays. Finally, we will briefly discuss 
the..progre部 towardsthe implemè抵抗10n of spect拘microsco野 techI丘中部 based on the 

free electtõnノ l路拡ゾ

1. す盈eA尋vent of UI仕組igh 組ess

すhe third generation of synchrotron radiation 

sources is now reality; specifical1y, in the soft-x鵬ray
range four new facilities are in operation in Trieste 

(ELETTRA), 悶sinchlトTaiwan (SRRC, Synchro・網

tron Radiation Research Center), Poha時・.South
医orea (P AL, Pohang Accelerator Laboratory) 

and Berkeley (ALS, Advanced Light Source) -

and Bessy帽1I in Berlin is under construction. 

One common characteristic that distinguishes a11 

of these new facilities from previous synchrotron 

sources is ultrahigh brightnessl
-
3
). Roughly speak聞

ing, the brightness is proportional to the emitted 
flux normalized by ぬe photon b問m's geometric di・

mensions (source size and angular divergence)日)

Thanks to the improved geometry fo the electron 

beam and to the extensive use of undulators, the 
brightne路 ofthe new sources stands at least two or幽

ders of magnitude higher than previous undulator 

sources at Wisconsin, LURE-Orsay and other facili-

ties and 4-5 orders of magni tude above 出e aver幽

age synchrotron sources used for the overwhelming 

majority of the 予Iresent experiments. 

This improved performance's cost has been high 

as far as human, technical and financial resurces 
are concerned. On the other hand, the new perform醐
ance levels open up tremendous new opportunities 

for research, and the possibility of implementing ex幽
periments which would have been unthink油，le un酬

til now. 

The present review discu路es one of the fields 

which is most likely to take advantage of the new 

levels of brightness. We are talking about synchroｭ

tron x-ray microscopy or the combination of x-ray 

S伊ctroscopy and microscopy, known as spectroｭ

microscopy - the best known version of which is 

photoelectron spectromicroscopy3-12). 

The need for brightness in microscopy and 

spectromicropy derives form very basic consideraｭ

tions. 1n virtua11y a11 of the photon microscopies 
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and spectromicroscopies, one needs to concertrate 
a large photon 担ux in a small area by using a fo・

cused 胸am. Consider first the scanning photon miｭ

croscopy techniques (闘g. 1): focusing the photon 

bean into a small spot is r叫uired in this c邸e4-7) to 

achieve high lateral resolution. Focusing the pho綱

ton beam is not strictly required but still highly de・

sirable for other approaches - such as those in 

which the lateral resolution is achieved8
-
12
) by usｭ

ing an electron optical system to process emi tted 

partic1es, e.g., photoelectrons. ln fact, even a par嶋

tial fì∞using of the photon beam improves the exｭ

perimental conditions by incre拙ing the signal 

数射光第8 巻箆 5 号 (19部年)

leve1. 

On the other hand, the focusing of a photon 

恥am is governed by a specific version of the phase僧

space柵volume傷conservation Louiville theorem 7). ln 

essence, this makes i t impossible to decrease the 

combination of angular divergence and beam size 

along a bea間line: strong focusing of a beam of lim醐

ited brightness would imply large angular divergｭ

ence with a series of technical problems - some 

of which are e路entially insurmountable. The bot抽

tom 1ine is that fì∞using is much easier, and in 
some cases only possible, if the source has high 
brightness. 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the two general c1asses of synchrotron sp回tromicro釦opy tech旬

niqu国， including 50酪e oftheir p部5ible produ.cts. The sp郎ific example i担ustrated here refers to phか
toelωtron sp切なomicr部copy (良時. 3-12) 
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This basic point is wel1 known to the scientific 

and technical community that has struggled for dec刷

ades to u関 synchrotron radiation for microscopy exｭ

periments. 到ot surprisingly, this community was 
the first to exploit the newly commissioned 

ultrabright sources, and to perform experiments 
wi th them 13, 14). 

The present review describes some of the rele聞

vant recent events in this field. We will not extenｭ

sively describe the basic features of s戸ctroscopy

and s伊ctromicroscopy， since th邸e have been dis繍

cu邸ed at length by a series of recent reviews3…12) 
We wil1 try instead to ill ustrate the pr邸ent trends 

in the evolution of this domain, using specific new 
results. Some of our 0吋ectives are: (1) to demonｭ

strate that sync胎otron radiation sl潟troscopy and 幽

ぬove all 幽 spectromicroscopy are no longer tωL 

niques under test, but mature and established 

research tools; (2) to show how this approach is 

branching into new areas, notably how photoelecｭ
tron spectromicroscopy is expanding into transmis剛

sion microscopy1ぺ and how the general trend to欄

wards high lateral resolution is beginning to touch 

the free electron lasersI6
). 

2. 時宜習を段es副総 関e腎 F:議cilities

The fact that synchrotron microscopy and sJXお幽

tromicroscopy is no longer a domain under t邸t is 

primari1y due to the very rapid progr出s in the qualｭ

ity of the instrumentation. We wil1 illustrate this 

point with one practical example. Fi蕗ure2銭 shows

the very first attempt (in 198ヲ回90) to usεsynchr・0剛

tron photoelectron microscopy to image a neuroｭ

biological sp部imenl1:Although historically relevant, 
this image is certainly far from being satisfactory 

as far as the quality of microscopy are concerned. 

Figures 2b and 2c show 担ore recene4) synchroｭ

tron photoel回tron spectromicroscopy images from 

a brain叫cell s牌cimen of the 綿me type as 路島 2a.

The quaHty improvement is quite striking, in par欄
ticular if one takes into account the relatively 

ぬort time over which it was 抑制eved. This irnト

provement makes it possible to definiteky leave the 

“testing押 stage， and to use these wonderful new tech雌

niques for real experiments in the life sciences as 

well 鎚 in materials science -as we discuss later. 

The result of Fi露8. 2b and 2c are a nice example 

of how techniqu邸 in this general fami1y have inaゃ

gurated the use of the new ultrabright synchrotron 

source. These images were produced by Hwu et 

al.14) at the recently commissioned SRRC facility in 
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Figure 2. Thr関 different photoel郎社on spectromicrosｭ
copy microimages fo brain cell cultures, which illustrate 
the very rapid progress of this field from the 臼路t tests in 
1990 (Fig. 2a , from Ref. 17) 加 T問。nt resul飽 (Figs. 2b 
and 2c) from Ref. 14. 

日sinchu すaiwan; the experiments involved scienｭ

tists from four different countries, and very 中i帽

c副y produced microimages of excellent quality. 

2b a国d 2c also give us the opportunity to 

discu路 one of the two 協sic modes of synchrotron 
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resolution is prか

すhe

is obtained 

energy. The 

vs energy 

curves.τh鎚母島ave 挽 demonstrated long ag018
) 

coefficient of 

腎s of 出is appr醐

also obtained 国腎u a1.14
) at the τaiwan 

source, on sam耐

A 

3. An electron 翻 8t誠y of the chemiｭ
cal co酪position of 加em酔ratu宜e superconducting 
BCSCO蝿2212 speci翻en. We see two micrographs taken 説
two different 儲 in 換e sp叩tral range of a Sr 
x-raya鞠設leir pixelゐ'y-pixel difference. 
Spatial featur酪抱at do not on hv are of top令
官aphic origin; in addition, we see 邸1 area with hvｭ
dependent intensity. compari8on of partial備yield (x-ray 
abs州知) s間協働n inside 凶 ou総ide the area re帽
veals in t組s latter a恐 excess amount of Sr. The difference 
image emphasiz錦 the destribution of the excess 
Sr. The resul給食re from the first spectromicro関opyexperi帽

臨ent 椛出e 富良艮C faci1itv 諮問sinchu.τ
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We see in the images of 部品 3 the different de削

pendence of different features on the photon en刷

ergy. There are features that are almost unchanged 

as the photon energy is scanned: these are most 

1ikely topographic features on the contrary, we see 
regions whose intensity changes when the photon 

energv is modified - in this case, scanned across 
one of the Sr x-ray absorption edges. These regions 

correspond to areas of anomalous Sr content, proba繍
bly 艶icroprecipitates. Overall, the sa由ple homogeｭ

neity was found to 枕 excellent. Nevertheless, the 
high sensitivity of the spectromicroscopy technique 

made it possible to find a very small portion of 

one 路盟ple with Sr microprecipitates. 

Experiments of this type have also inaugurated 

another soft帽X嗣ray source of the third generation, 
the synchrotron ELETTRA in Trieste. The first 

publishable data were obtained in a world record 

time: two weeks after the first electron injectionI3
). 

Experiments in this class have continued for 

more than one year on ELETTRA. Quite recently, 
this approach has been complemented by a second 

bεamline， based on the fl∞using-scanning tech峨

nique of 路島 宣胎恥筏乱. The b恥e釘曲le C“毘酪SCA包 Micros邸c固

opy 持勺) 腎a部s jointly implemented by the S鋭incrotron
Trieste SCpA, by the ENIRICERCHE company 
and by 玄ing's College20

). 

The core of the instrument is its focusing device, 
a Fresnel zone plate which demagnifies the photon 

beam to submicron dimensions, delivering up to 
1010 photons/ seco凶 in the focusing spot. The syn醐
chrotron source in this case is an 81幽.period undul輔

ator with a 56 mm period, covering the range 10∞欄
15∞ eV wi出 its first three harmonics. The 

beamline operates in the spectral domain 20仏12∞

eV, and the micros乙ope is expected to reach a resoｭ

lution better than 0.1 micron. 

The lateral resolution of the beamline is illus欄

tr誠ed20) in 腕思議， which shows the photoelectron 

microimage of a test pattern Cactually, a portion of 

a zone plate with zones of decreasing width). One 

can clearly see zones whose width is 0.1 micron or 

less. 

5 shows one of the first experiments with 

the beamline20
), a test chemical帽contrast image of a 

gold film on holey carbon. The chemical contrast, 
corresponding to the “spectroscopic押 capabilities of 

the technique, is obtained in 出is case by 関lecting

the energy of the detected photoelectrons. The seｭ

lected energy for Fig. 5 corresponds to Au4f elec舗

trons, which reveal the presence of Au. 
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Figure 4. First r邸ults of the ESCA 
bea艶1ine on EL翠すすRA (from C鍛alis et 
X5μm2 image of the zones of a 1∞ μ酪

忽one plate with line-to州space ratio 1: 1 and zone 
130 nm; the step size w鍛 0.05μ臨.

τhe exa艶ples of the previous section sho腎

the ne腎 ultrabright sources 胸en

rapidly begun to support test 

copyand s戸沼tromicroscopy. One 

the i臨pr邸sion， ho腎ever， that 

techniques are stilI at the 臼test持 stage. On 出e con冊

trary, they are quite 斑 after years of succ錦ト

ful development and at 出e seconι 

generation sources. The advent of the third輔

generation sources further i盟proves

that are already 母uite 邸sive.

In order to practical1y il1ustrate this 習e

will pr関ent here an examole of 出e use of an 

electron田optics

techniqueS-12
) .す註e exampl~1) is a small p羽田

tion of an extensﾍve 1略 progra臨9-12) on the 

take of toxic metals, by neuron systems. resuIts 
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すhe results 撃すere 腎ard: the Zn exｭ

posure does not significant1y modify the membrane 

Zn concentration with 開申告ct to the physiological 

levels, whereas it does increase the zinc concent臨時
tion in the cytoplas部. The same result was ob-

for a11 of勧ain cells 1ncluC1le品 in 主主S 銘帽

periments: gHa1箆ranu1e and PU成 neurons

and 

Before co髄mf:nt]inJ! of specific results, we note 
lcroscopy can 

biologica1 sp鍔imens 腎ithout previous coating and 

Iabeling, and in a state 加ore simiIar to 

the 盟atura1 one than in 酷ost electron micro帽

scopies. 悶owever雪 this approach is not feasible for 

the use of live sp叩imens 挽cause of the need of ulｭ

trahigh vacuu勉 and therefore of previous dehydra醐

tion of the sa閤ple.

話 shovザs an 

from a "".....l......."'" 創出 a ~cclh 
of this kind. The ちotto翻 of 腕翠@話 shows

玄SE関 taken in the correspondingly Ia-

部icroscopic areas the of the 鵠me

figure.τ註e spectraI range in each c路e includes the 

Zn3s xィay absorption ed事e region. And in fact, sig-
nal from 出at is visible in all of the 

spectra. For the curve labeled as 吉野

腎as on t加 su協trate and sho椀 no evidence 

of zinc. For curve 河野智郡鵠ken instead 

on a dried droDlet of zinc chloride in wa同

ter. 

The data in 事官露払番靭e主'e taken on cultures 

had 輸相 eX[K>st:o to zinc at end of the gro制h

period. The main issue芦 cour践腎as the possible 

presence of zinc in cultures prior to exposure. 

This issue was aOI:1resst:d るy investigating cultures 

that had not 除en to zinc, and it was 

found that zinc is indeed physiologicaUy present in 

the unexpo関d cultures. 

Did the exposu関 had 組y effect at aIl on the 

a関ount of zﾌnc pr賂ent in the cultures? This sec輔

ond issue was addr鶴sed 毎y analyzing the zinc con幽

centration in different cu1tures after different ty戸s

of zinc exposures. The results, obtained with the 
IC酢AES 協hni号明品開出at the Zn exposure 

dose increase the overall zinc concentration. 

The data to the following 

conclusions: since exposure dose not significa-

放射光第8 5 持 (19錨年)

Figure.6. 艮，esults for Zn content in brain ceU, from 1えef.
21. (Top) Co踊bination of two 応ray Secondary El叩柱。距
emission 闘icr御opy (XSEM) images of a portion of a 
cu1ture with prevailing pop凶ation of g琵al (type 1) cells, 
after exposure to a 5 mM ZnClz solution for 20 min. The 
photon energy was 130 eV. The letters identify the micr(ト
scopic (勾3 X 3 micron2

) regions in which the spectra of 
Fig. lB were taken. (Bottom) X盟関 (x瞬間y absorption) 
spectra 合0描 these regions. The da踊 were background構

corrected, normalized and twice胸smoothed over five輔point
se鵠. Curve (a) refe路 to a substrate area and is 出e on1y 
one not showing the typical Zn3s absorption thr凶hold

lineshape. Curve (q) is a reference spectru郡 from a dried 
droplet of a zinc sulfate solution. 

nt1y affect the zinc concentration in the region 

probed るIy S戸ctro加icroscopy， the effect of Zn expo四

sure is primari1y a “bulk" phenomenon. The “suト
face野 against 喝ulk" approach of surface sciencet) 

was thus real1y extended to the life sεiences. 
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Note that s伊記tromicroscopy is 

surface-sencitive because it is b部ed on the detecｭ

tion of mainly secondary photoelectronsl
• 8). Their 

escape depth 1) from a condensed system is not as 

short 出 that of primary photoelectrons, which is deｭ
termined by the mean四free司path for inelactic scatterｭ

ing. Secondary photoelectrons are by 命日nition pro畑

duced by inelastic scattering events, and their 
escape depth is determined by the condition that 

the final energy of a multiple scattering sequence 

be above the vacuu臨 level. Furthermore, secon鱒
dary photoelectrons are mostly emitted at low enerｭ

gies, for which even the inelastic皿scattering mean幽

free-path is large. 

As a result, the escape depth for secondary phoｭ
toelectrons is at least one order of magnitude 

larger than the minimum primary-photoelectron 

value of 5-10 ﾁ7). Even so, a technique like XSEM 

re部ains highly surface sensitive, certainly much 
more than ICPωAES which is not surface sensitive 

at all. One can estimate the thickness of the region 

explored by a SJ米紙romicroscopy inv出tigation like 

that of 話ぬるe roughly comparable to the thickｭ

ne路 of the membrane region plus the membrane 

proteins and channels. 

τhe data produced by the study indicate, there働
fore, that Zn is physiologically present, independ鵬
ent of any exposure, both in the membrane and in 
the cytoplas臨.τhis is not surprising, for example 
in light of the existence of Zn proteins. すhe differｭ

ences 批tween XSEM and ICあAES data歩 on the 

ot抗er hand, indicate that the artificial Zn expoｭ
sures significantly increase only the Zn content in 

the cytoplasm. This could 汝 either due to a large 

physiological amount of Zn in the membrane, 
which is only marginally affeced by the exposures, 
or to a more effective mechanism for exposure酬

caused uptake in the cytoplasm or else to a com情

bination of 初出 effects.

The nature and the level of sophistication that 

synchrotron s予ectro如icroscopy has reached. Many 

other examples could be cited, including very exterト
sive studies of lateral variations of the parameters 

of solid surfaces and interfaces, and many cases of 
investigation of chemical inhomogeneities. 

4. Ne青写記説。股s: すra蹟S翻issio盟島章icroscopy

The know帽how and the instrumentation devel醐

oped for synchrotron spectromicroscopy can find inｭ

teresting us部 in other, related domains. A recent 

examplel5
) of this cross ferti1ization is the 耶e of 
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玄SE説-related instrumentation for a novel appト

oach to soft-x鵬ray transmission spectromicroscopy 

synchrotron radiation. すhis approach was 

based on an electron i澗 technique ra出er

than on a scanning 

τhe technique consistsl5
) of converting the trans幽

mitted x皿rays into photoelectrons with a photo働

cathode, which are su協明 electron optically 

processed by an XSEM producing submicron-

resolution i盟ages. すhe was practically 

and successfu11y tested i臨 silicon micro-

structures on a silicon nitride membrane. 1臨ages

of very good quality 耳'Vere obtainedlS), with high con雌

柱部t and submicron lateral resolution. The intenｭ

sity contrast could 挺 modified and control1ed by 

changing the photon energy through the absorpｭ
tion edges of the different chemical components of 

the speci盟問. Specifically, the contrast between 
silicon岨related features and the silicon nitride mem剛

brane was modified by 関anning the photon energy 

through the corresponding edges. 

τhis last result 

approach: the po路ibility to 

of this 

at different pho岨

ton energies over a wide spectral range, and there剛
fore to move from x-ray transmission microscopy 

to s~沼tromicroscopy. The spectromicroscopy en幽

ergy resolution depends only on the photon optics 

of the synchrotron 批amline， both the photon en闇

ergy range and the energy resolution can be varied. 

τhe high signallevel mak鎚 it possible to perfor臨

experiments with real剛time imaging. 

7s担OWSI5) a schematic diagram of the ex欄

perimental system. The x-rays transmitted through 

the specimen stimulated the emission of photoel印刷

trons from the photocathode, which consisted of a 

50 evaporated. Au coating on the Si nitride mem幽

brane. The 静hotoelectrons were then electrorト

optical1y processed by the .. ... .... 'JL.J....'...， 官hich basicaHy 

consists of an 0吋ective lens followed by an apeト

ture stop and るIy a PI吋ective lens8
). The photo剛

cathode coating was kept at a negative voltage bias 

of several ゑV and the first element of the 0時ective

lens was at ground. 

After the XSEM optics, the photoelectron 挽am
was intensi琵ed by a double microchannel plate and 

reached a phosphor screen, producing a visiちle inト

age viewed and captured by a video system. The 

video signal was then sent to a computer for acquisi幽

tion and storage. 

With the same apparatus, it is also 抑制ble to 

take x-ray transmission curves from preselected 盟ト
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語記す記長う髄

7. 語。間試ic

in えef.

the 

8. 腕時t 註ans翻issio悶

(fron宝哀ef. 15) of the 
玄関ults

7: 文幽

si1icon micrか

over si1icon nitride 
ene官喜y was eV, inte間lediate

silicon si1icon nitride. 
vs 民oton ene宜野 curves were taken in the areas 

labeled as a, b and c (see 路島 3). 関o processing 
was used to enhance t恥 contrast or otherwise 翻odifv the 
data. 

ray transmﾍssion 

areas of the 

photon energy and 

tensity.τ長is is 

岱
υ
V

酬

b

直

ふ
E
b

唱
g
a

the emi路ion

記講話室舎町a

to x-ray 仕組S酪ission spectro闇icroscopy whlch is re・

energy, silicon nitride is transparent 

silicon ぬsorbs. In the image, the absorb-

are due to silicon residuals 

etching on the silicon nト

the spectromicroscopic ca帽

of the approach15
). We see three transmis糊

sion curves as a function of photon energy, simulta崎
taken in the areas labeled as a, b and c in 

欝. Note that all three curves exhibit features 

まo the sillicon and silicon ni tride 

absorption edges (100 and 10ヰ eV). In curves 

a and c, corres伊nd to silicon microstruc醐

tures in 路島乳 we see a strong silicon edge and a 

relatively weak si1icon nitride edge. On the coか

the silicon nitride edge is most prominent in 

curve b，袖ich indeed corresponds to a bright area 

ofFi露。議.

Note that no image processing was done on the 

data of Fi各段 Even so, one can appreciate a very 

high contrast in spite of the small sample thickｭ

ness, which demonstrates the apparatus' high sensト
tivity to chemical differences.τhis is of fundamen慣

tal in 1ife-science applications such as 

the 踊icrochemical analysis of thin ti部uesections -
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Figure 9. Spectr的copic r邸ults fro翻 the sa臨e

盟ents of Fig. 8 (Ref. 15): transmitted X刷ray intensity 締
a function of photon energy simultaneously tal玄関 in the 
thr閃 are路島 b and c of Fig. 8. The curves were normal“ 

ized 組d co町制ed for the background to obtain two 
isosbestic points at 99.2 and 105 eV. 

which is affected by charging problems in other 

S酔ctromicroscoples.

関e青写

The general domain of synchrotron microscopy 

and s伊詑tromicroscopy 艶ight be extended in the 

near future to another type of synchrotron-re1ated 

photon sources: the free electron 取rs (FEL's)附.

Of coursε， the spectral domain of these sources is 

no longer (at least at 批評問nt time) in the soft帽b

ray range, but in the infrared1ーの. 国evertheless，

many of the concepts developed for soft-x-ray specｭ

troscopy and spectromicroscopy could 説 easily

transferred to FEL輔based techniques. 

We would like to disc田s in this section a speｭ

cific example of thi8 evolutionI6
). For 80剖e ti部島

FEL's have been used in the so四called internal 

photoemission (IPE) approach for accurate 

529 

臨easurements the 

al.l6
) to i臨

high lateral resolution. 

す負担 effort is based on a co翻bination of internal 

and neaLrt1lel品 first 開cc偶ト

and 

In 部sence， t缶詰

the p主otoむurrent induced in the interface u掃討 in柑

vestigation by an external source - in the 

most advanced cases, an F毘L. Interface energy bar醐

riers are derived from th間sholds in the 

urrent vs photon energy Information on 

the recombination rates is also orovided bv 出e

photocurrent intensity. The 

of this techni弓ue has 除en , in四
cluding a version based on the 

laterally-resolved version been 1釘ト

lateral 悶solution 腎as '!:!I ('h1 6" UP,rI 

the sa盟ple a small 

the S到。蹴 (scanning near-field 

tech説明fi1-9).滋鵠 sho隅

setupI6). The source 腎都議 tuna説eτト

laser or solid state laser diode 

ton 開ergy at 1.518 す拾すi・剛蹴 pro四

vided tunable in interγ 1.31雪国1.53 eV. 

The overall en佐野 resolution was ~1 

as derived from full width half maximum 

of lumunescence lines in test 

すhe 協築関腎as

in two; one 腎as detected 腎ith a Si 

photodiode, the other foむused over the 髄etal

cove悶d side of the 路間(関e 挺10靭). The of 

the fi除f 撃すas stretched and aluminum同

coated to concen討ate the b織翻 into a 50 nm 

pinhole. Piezoeleむtric translators 

the vertical up to the 

and 註le X締官 a 

of size fro臨ふ30mm.

Photocurrent microi酷ages 腎ere de四

tecting the 持otocurrent 材li1e scanßlIß鉱 the

b錦盟 over the sample.τhe 

vealed with a standard lock-in 

hic 靭ere obtained 

force signal 腎ith a 

including a oscillator and a 10cιin 

amplifief9). 
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Figure 10. 翠xperimenta1 setup which is under development for free electron laser interna1 
photoe臨ission s伊おな0部icr偶∞'PY (see Almeida et al., Ref. 16). 

The 路mpls studied in the first test experiment 

were obtained by electron gun evaporation of Pt 

O設距type GaP(∞1). 路震盟関口 sho腎s typical 

microimages t紘en at the photon energy of 1.518 

eV (laser diode source). In Fig. 11a, we see the 
topographic image over a 16 x 1昏 μm2 area. The 

analyzed region pr偲ents lateral topographic varia鵬

tions on the scale of less than 1μffi. 

A comparison of 腕露払受賞a and of the photocurre醐
tlトintensity image in 腕箆e 間b shows no one-to帽one

corr邸，pondence bet喝veen their features: the feature 

in the marked s中are is pr部ent for both figures, 
whereas those emphasize ちy the arrows are on1y 

seen in Fig. 11 b. Consider, first, the feature in 昏 X

6 担m marked square: since it is 関en in Fig. 11a, 
this feature must be of topographic origin. 

Now consider the featur邸 marked by arrows in 

which are not pre関nt in Fig. 日a and 

therefore cannot have topographic origin. The 

main non剛topographic cause of the IPE intensity 

inhomogeneities are the loca1 fluctuations il� the 

electron-hole recombination rate. 

The 錨me approach is a1so capab1e to locally ex幽

p10re the interface energy barriers -Schottky baト

rier heights in the first tests. Very accurate (土 1

meV) measurements of 1ateral 梅雨er height varia四
tions have 蜘en demonstrated. This extends the 

microscopic-scale applications of F毘L-based m鵠su圃

〈議)

(議)

Figure 11. Results of the first tests of the apparatus of 
Fig. 10, with conventional sources (data from Ref. 16). 
(a) Shear幽force topography and (b) corresponding 
phot∞u汀ent microimage of a 16 X 16μm in constant disｭ
tance mode. White pixels on the image are due to 
“jumps押 ofthe tip. (c) and (d) Enlargement of the 6 X 6 
μm marked squa陀s (rotated of 450

) in Figs lla and 
11 b. The images show three dimensional reconstructions. 
The width of the "dark" zone in the photocurrent image 
is 均1.5tim関 larger than the corr回ponding defl回t.
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re臨ents of solid interfaces. 議髄出窓翻線路謡曲腎

6玄

discu路闘 彩色

ofcou玄関， fiel品

官油臨む宣鳥油絵儲習

宣ces，泣 scientis路 悶関紙記縦士 由

will be involved 的関

開設鑓

gues as poSSlbJ島郡伊 those

younger generatlOnS. 

We would H主e to conclude our remarks a 

τhe 腎ぬ) is 出at

radiation cannot usεd 

as a bruteωforce solutions to 

spectromicroscopy (or of a時 otl間

cific i路ue here is that SJ災認 intrinsト

caUy in a 3-dimensional space，剣士h 錦繍

ergy coordinate for 野 t腎o

coordinates for mlcnOSC:01J'Vτhis meansぬ) that 

typical data set increases in size 暫ith 出ird 靭

law with to sp部trosco野・ it also i翻醐

plies that mistakes in that 間

marginal in the case of S1J(~ctlros乙 could 泊

disastrous for 

開髄i忽部品e 玄

able information content fro職出e 品 γia

tion from the conditions results in 

官邸te of ti聞もしe吋

総amtime. We t註us in材紙 al1

domain to 

30. 

The warning also leads us to the 四nope" m錦繍

路ge. Basical1y, the sa開e of 艮 3母 de翻欄

strated that 胴 as one could 

any increase in the source h~. ，nrh1.....部s also increases 

the information content of a 

data set (if all other conditions are left unｭ

changed). This confirms the i臨"""...i- n....'.."" of theι 

vent of the third幽fió>""u""a. .....,,,.'Vu sources. 

third唱eneration 翻achines are not end 出e

road as far as ﾎs 

One of the main 

間SS 靭as the introduction of 2-挽 3-民

同

すロ主主 ow廷玄

with 主役

a民投

関説ぉi

Sui路良翠cientifi号邑e
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